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MECHANICS
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ON A METHOD FOR WEAR REDUCTION OF A

FRICTION PAIR HUB

Abstract

Theoretical analysis on definition of the external contour points of a friction
pair hub providing the absence of initial wear taking place to the end of the
running-in period is conducted on the base of the model of a rough friction
surface.

One of the most responsible units of machines that determine reliability and
durability of operation of transport systems are friction (kinematic) pairs that are
included as components of many transport machines. It is known that it is impossible
to prevent entirely the friction pair elements wear in the operation process. In
this connection, for increasing service life of a friction pair, different measures for
lowering the wear of friction pair components should be used. In the process of
friction pair operation, at repeatedly reciprocating motion of a plunger the surface
layer of the hub and plunger undergo maximum stress. In this connection, the
failure (wear) usually begins from the surface. Thus, it is very important to impart
higher operational properties to the surface layer of the hub and plunger. One of the
effective measures for increasing wear-resistance of friction pair hub by decreasing
initial wear is to determine such function of displacements of external contour points
of the hub at which the contact pressure of a friction pair is as one that is shaped
at conditions of friction node operation to the end of running-in period.

Thus, by changing the function of displacement of external contour points of
the hub, one can lower the wear, at the expense of its degradation at running – in
period. At present, there is no mathematical model for the hub-plunger pair that
admits to calculate optimal displacements at given conditions of plunger’s motion.
The goal of the paper is to construct such relations.

Problem Statement. Let’s consider stress-strain state of the hub of a friction
pair at the action of loads normal and tangential to internal contour. Suppose that
the internal contour of the hub and the external contour of the plunger are close to
circular one. It is assumed that the hub of a friction pair on the external contour has
some displacements. The displacement function of the external contour points are
not known beforehand and should be determined in the process of problem solution
from the additional condition.

It is accepted that the plane deformation conditions are fulfilled. Refer the hub
to the polar system of coordinates rθ having chosen the origin at the center of
concentric circles L0 and L with radii R0 and R, respectively.


